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Abstract

1937 marked a pivotal point in New Zealand's educational history. An international organisation known as the New Education Fellowship held a conference in New Zealand. Fourteen internationally renowned lecturers spoke on topics concerning the reorganisation of education in democratic societies. The New Education Fellowship delegates lectured from a pedagogical understanding which had most notably been developed by John Dewey and was referred to as both progressive education and new education. By the closing lecture of the conference, the idea of a new education pedagogy had been introduced to mainstream New Zealand educators and public.

Through the development of a thorough understanding of this conference, a historiographical survey follows the influence this idea exerted over the following seven years as it made its way from an idea to a pedagogical orthodoxy by 1944. Fundamental elements of Dewey's new education are identified. New education quickly found support from the Department of Education, the Minister of Education, and the Prime Minister during the 1937 conference. The bulk of national educators were quick to adopt and begin to experiment with the new pedagogy in the short months and years following the 1937 conference. The way in which these developments took place is examined in depth through this thesis. The new education pedagogy began to experience criticism in the early 1940s. The Minister of Education called the 1944 Education Conference to put an end to mounting criticism of the educational reforms and policies which had been introduced in the seven years since the New Education Fellowship lecturers had launched progressive education into mainstream New Zealand.

The course of the investigation identifies confusion surrounding the conflation of pedagogy and curriculum in its historical context in New Zealand, and in its modern form. Yet perhaps more importantly, this study identifies the origin of progressive education in New Zealand’s educational history and tracks the development of progressive pedagogy as it was propelled into orthodoxy through social, economic, and political means. In so doing, the origin of the split between progressivist and traditionalist educators still evident in New Zealand’s modern educational setting is identified.
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